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Editorial
Dear Odyssey Warriors,
We are pleased that we were able to deliver the Spring Edition to your
homes. We did not let a global pandemic or social distancing stop us
from showcasing Miller talent. A digital copy of the Spring Edition
makes seeing the beautiful art and photography easier to see in color.
This pandemic has brought hardship to everyone around the world,
ranging from doctors and nurses helping those in the hospitals, nursing
homes, etc. to our graduating Class of 2020. As we continue to learn
away from each other, read this edition to get a sense of normal. However, we cannot forget about our advisor, Mr. Rice. He was flexible
about moving the Spring Edition online while transitioning his lesson
plans via Google Classroom. Thank you so much, Mr. Rice!
Graduating Class of 2020. We are sorry that you are learning a new
“normal” spring semester, but we hope that reading this edition will
bring a smile to your face. We hope that as time goes on in the next 20
or 30 years, people will teach their children about how they survived
this pandemic and will explain how high school graduates like you had
to quickly adapt to missing some rights of passage and finishing up
high school. Congratulatulations Class of 2020! Please come back to
visit if you can.

Kind regards,
The Odyssey Staff
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Imitation
You never said I’m leaving
You never said goodbye
You were gone before I knew it
And only God knew why

A million times I needed you
A million times I cried
A family is like a body
When they lose a loved one
It is as if they have lost
One of their limbs
In my heart you hold a place
That no one could ever fill
It broke my heart to lose you
But you didn’t go alone
For part of me went with you
The day God took you home
Dunia Maadey
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Swan and Snake
Swan
Wants and desires relating to beauty
And grace but must seek a
New method of avoiding danger
Another animal is near
Needs are met when touched
Doom comes to the obvious
Snake
Needs cannot be met
As the swan devours
Knights in shining armour unnecessary
Excellence and grace allow flight
Nkechi Anunike
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Niziah Burnett
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Take Me Down to the Banks of the River
Take me down to the banks of the river, I hear that it’s beautiful there.
I hear that you can see straight through its depths and that there’s the
off-chance that you could catch a glimpse of the secrets it has buried in
its banks,
That you can watch the crystalline fractals of light dance across foam
of the steady ripples that beat echoes into its bank.
I want to travel to this river. I want to move my weary bones and gaze
into its promises, even if just for a mere second.
I want to collapse at its edge
Eager to pour my soul into it, to see what it may tell me.
Thus, I walk.
I walk the dregs of life until I cannot lift my legs any longer and just
when I don’t think I can continue on any moreLife kicks my spine and I double-over, gasping for breath.
I fall.
I fall onto my knees, finally at these glorious banks of grace.
They hurt to some extent, my knees that is- the sand has worn paper
thin layers of skin off their caps
The bite of shards of glass is vivid in my brain,
But,
The sand is a part of the river. The sand represents its muses, who toss
and tumble in its depths- to be washed ashore at some unspecified time
in the future.
It is eventual, the consequences of the sand do not go unheard and
they’re re-lived by the strangers who grate their knees upon them, as
they too long to go back to the comfort of a home.
Most often, though, this home is divided (as is mine)- which is not necessarily causative, but can play apart in one’s love for the river.
The river offers a soothing embrace that will never change
One that us muses often reflect over fondly.
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I begin to dissect the beauty of the river, and as I do I end up dissecting
myself
My reflection stares back at me with empty eyes that won’t answer-A shimmer of brilliant sunlight glides over the whispers of its surface.
This movement stirs the lips of my doppelganger, and tongues sweet
lullabies into my ears.
It tells me of the treasure buried under the thick, unescapable cords of
water that weave its mosaic surface into life.
The siren apprises hurriedly of songs of absolution.
Absolution of the world and its mysteries if I commit my own to it,
To be completely transparent, I often find myself giving it its pledge
I purge myself of the weight I hold inside of me.
I vomit my woes into its inky tide to be swept away, to become one
with this magnificent deity.
This deity of graciousness that asks for nothing in return for a lifetime
of absolution.

I begin to recite the worries of my life, the insecurities that I lock away
behind a cloud of smoke and dust.
Now, to be completely truthful with you- I do get high too much
At this juncture in my life I’d rather not think at all than bare the risk of
thinking too much
Because when you think too much, you come to understand the world
in a way that provides no room for graciousness- and no room for fuck
ups like you.
So instead of embarking down that downward spiral of irrevocable rationalism- I don’t
I take my solace in Saturday nights
In pretty white lines of crushed painkillers cut neatly on a small glass
plate, lying next to a rolled up 2 dollar bill.
A 2 dollar bill that holds fond memories of friends, but one that also
offers fond memories of absolutely nothing
Pitch blackness, convulsing in the corner of your friends bed surrounding by those who love you, and who also happen to share a fondness of
nothing

I tell this to the river and it accepts me,
It takes me for who I am and nothing more or less besides the final true
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memories I share with it
I love this river.
It loves me, and of that I am absolutely sure of.
And so, I give myself to the river- it is the only thing that seems right
and the only thing that I can be absolutely sure of in my life
As the siren asks, I pledge my life to it
I give my life to its abyssal depths of deep velvet that match the void of
a new moon’s iridescent stars over familiar memories- forgotten with
the allure of the retreating tide, with this moment of raptured beauty.
Forgotten amongst the void of nothingness- eternal bliss.
Anonymous
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Charlotte Roos
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Rainy Day
The clouds take over and shadows are cast
They turn dark and look down upon their prey
The wind blows colder, too far and too fast
Wanting to get outside, but forced to stay
The thunder rolls with anger in its cry
Lightning flashes, it reflects off raindrops
The river runs fast like tears in one's eye
I wait for the moment the rain will stop
The sorrow of the sky feeds the ground’s soil
Hear the pitter-patter as you gaze out
The hammering rain makes the gutters toil
Where, O where, has the sunshine gone about?
Rain, go away, and forever stay there
On these evenings, you are too much to bear
Rachel Larson
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Charlotte Roos
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Paradigm Shift
“Sirens and gulls. They couldn’t tame you.
You know as well as they: to be
a dove is to bear the falcon
at your breast, your nights, your seas.” -Lorna Dee Cervantes (“Love
of My Flesh, Living Death”)
I love him
He’s nice and he cares a lot
He says sweet things and tells me that he loves me
I miss him when I don’t see him, and I wish I could see him more
I feel a rush of euphoria when I see his name glowing on my phone
I long for Saturdays when he puts his arm around me, and I sink into
his warmth
He listens to me, and I listen to him
I love him
I think I love him
He’s usually pretty nice; he only says mean things sometimes and it’s
justified, right?
It’s usually my fault because I could have been better
He says sweet things, but they blend together with the bitter, and sometimes they don’t feel so sweet
But his intentions were good, so why am I being “such a bitch” about
it?
When he says he loves me, I question if he really means it
I miss him when I don’t see him, but sometimes I’m glad to have a
break
That’s pretty bitchy too, so I don’t tell him that
Sometimes I leave his texts with no reply on purpose, I’m a bad person
He asks why I didn’t respond and I say I forgot
He doesn’t like that response
I look forward to Saturdays when he’s good and we spend time together, but sometimes I don’t like his arm around my shoulder, or his hands
creeping up my thighs
Sometimes I want to just sit and watch a movie together, but he tells
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me it’s a weekend and he deserves it
And I believe him
I listen to him, but I don’t tell him things because I don’t want him to
worry
He never asks if I’m okay, but I think it’s just because he’s got a lot on
his mind
I think I love him
I don’t think I love myself
He doesn’t say nice things anymore
He tells me I’m crazy and that I’m bad to him
He says I’m too depressed and that it’s unfair I don’t talk to him when
I’m sad
It’s just because he cares though, right?
The sweet things he once said don’t feel sweet at all,
I swish them around my mouth and they taste sour, they sting
Or sometimes they’re sickly sweet and I know they’re not real
He wants something, like on the weekends
Saturdays are the only days he tells me he loves me
I should appreciate that; I’m a terrible person
I feel relieved when I’m able to avoid him in the hallways
I feel close to tears when I see his face every morning
I’m a terrible person for doing that, I’m a terrible person
He got mad last week when I didn’t answer his call
I told him my phone broke, but he must have forgotten
He got mad when I didn’t answer his text when I was sick
Why couldn’t I have just texted him back? I’m a terrible person
I’m afraid for the end of the week when I know I have to come over, or
he’ll be mad
He won’t tell me he’s mad, but he’ll show he’s mad
I can tell he’s mad now, I didn’t go last week
I felt free
But I know I’ll have to go back sometime, or he’ll leave me, and I
don’t want that
But I also don’t want his hands to grip me, and his breath to warm my
neck
I don’t like his body close to mine anymore, but it’s what he wants, so I
comply
I can’t say no, because he doesn’t like it when I say no
He laughs at my unenthusiasm, like I’m pretending
I should go, he’s right, I’m a terrible person
He talks all the time, and I listen
19

I don’t think he listens when I talk
He doesn’t care because he hears what he wants, even if it’s not what I
say
I don’t speak now, I shouldn’t, I’m a terrible person for saying those
things
What is love?
Anonymous
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White Lies
he tells her he’ll be good for her,
perfect for her,
and maybe this time she just wants to believe it.
she is desperately trying to convince herself of this truth
because, after so much time wasted
on uncertainty and lonely nights,
after constant let downs caused by too-high expectations,
she wants nothing more than to open up, to feel alright next to someone
else
although she never truly felt alright before, but there was at least
a sense of contentment in the slight uneasiness.
her reliance grows with every steady, deliberate reassurance
that he feels the same, so casually
just wanting to exist near each other

in actuality, he is just a distraction.
and maybe that’s fucked up,
the way she smiles when he says he won’t let her fall
because he asks her what’s wrong
and for the first time,
it feels genuine.
because the fear that she can never learn to let go of is fading,
with each time his name shows up on her screen,
with every double, triple text, and all the constant conversations
and she knows it will never be anything more than
something that lasts only so long as they’re bored but still
ignores the creeping fear that she is using him
just to feel wanted again, to appear favored, desired.
(but if that is true, he’ll use her the same way)
and honestly? it’s miles away from perfect,
how you’ll both use this to move on
let the sun wash away a hint
of day-old touches, fingers that grazed your cheeks,
haunted by glittering whispers of hope.
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you talk about the past in absolutes—
in black and white, in what was wrong and what you did right.
this feels right for all the worst reasons,
you will never feel okay for the “right” reasons.
you don’t love him, you never will.
you aren’t even sure you like him some days.
but you like the feeling of something new, something different,
your Friday nights used to make your skin crawl
but with him, it has simply become a new discomfort,
a different voice in your head telling you that something is slightly off
and maybe, slowly, you will start to convince yourself again
that the sinking feeling in your stomach is just innocent butterflies.
Anonymous
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Niziah Burnett
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Repent
when i think of you i think of hurt.
i’m not sure who, of the two of us, is hurt.
who hurts who?
is it me, the Crier, overthinking every decision?
stressing over the weight and into the abyss,
trying to make sense of nothing until i feel just that.
nothing.
or is it you, the one who feels Too Much?
begging to stay, you or me, i don’t know which
only needing, wanting love, but can’t give it.
it seems, love, one of us is always doing the wrong thing,
making the same mistake

when i think of you i think of the
two long years.
chasing empty, catching nothing
repetition, reiteration
you aren’t worth it.
my eyes feel numb as they watch you
like memories from the Past
i repent nothing, i say to myself in the mirror every day.
i read it in a book; “i repent nothing.”
they said to give up the Past,
so i live in the Now,
does it change?
I Repent Nothing.
Anonymous
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Euphoria
euphoria.
(defined as a state of intense happiness, elation,
being on cloud nine)
think of the best feeling you have ever felt, then multiply by a hundred,
a thousand,
words can never begin to describe the complete contentment and exhilaration of this moment.
colors and iridescent lights look exactly how they are meant to
you’ll remember this night in light pinks and soft grays,
dark bordeaux red, honey gold, dark midnight blue.
for a second, the room is glittering and cyclical movements cease to
scare you
the world is made of silk and velvet,
you are delicate in all the best ways.
Anonymous
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Sonnet
The feeling love brings is much like a rose
From life's vile shadow it seemingly shades
As you stare from afar, your envy grows
Yet as you inch near, its false beauty fades
The once fragrant rose, with pure it was blessed
Rots with the glare of excessive desire
Reach for the petals and prove you’re obsessed
But they burn in your hands, put out the fire
Though the grave rose still disguised with its trick,
Still blinded by greed, you reach for the stem
The thorns emit only pain with each prick
And your blurred desire you at last condemn
For the rose which assures bliss you’ll obtain
Only blinds and impairs, life led in vain.
Avery Reilkoff
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Alanna Griffs
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Wherefore Art Thou Healthcare
Why dost thy broken bones go still unslung?
To what degree must pain thee overtake
For what art thy screams and shouts unheard sung
If not for soothes and salves to mend the break?
‘Tis because thine own pennies must be spared
Papers need be filed, bills need be exchanged
There is a price to be tended and cared
Here in this place, life is to be arranged
Can thou spare the cost to keep all these lives?
Can thou fit the hours to not waste away?
Is thy healthful face a thing one contrives?
Is there, hidden under, rot and decay?
See, this is no ode to love and to life
This is a grim tale of death and of strife
Veronica Brown
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Father
Growing up myself, Dad wasn't much fun.
He would be drinking from the bottle, never done.
There were moments in my life I wanted to remember,
Great times with Pops from January to December,
But addiction was getting worse with each cigarette ember.
In my parenting now, there’s something I remember:
I want anything but the same growing up with my son.
He should look back with a smile when his childhood’s done,
And when it happens, I’ll know “my work here is done.”
So it's this very reason I spend quality time with my son,
Making sure for his family he provides the same fun.
Because one's childhood is the base for their future.
So I strive to provide highlights without any bloopers
But if I shy away from the past then I’ll be the loser.
So I give him my best but keep him aware
So the mistakes become lost in his child’s future.
Dominick Navarre
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Rot
Rot permeates all existence,
For it is the only aspect of reality that can stay.
To deny it won't make a difference,
It's foolhardy to delay.
All things have felt it's decaying touch,
Flesh, air, soil, and seas.
This all seems like much
But rot already is a part of you and me.
All decay breeds new life,
A bitter cycle of old to new.
It may seem as a malevolent tithe,
But without it nothing in the past would've grew.
It all connects together in a final thought,
All comes and goes through rot.
Nathaniel Schwartz
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Love At Bay
Lost is what I am, in your dark blue eyes. Watching you protect the
world we all love.
I think of you when I look at earth’s skies,
The blue heavens are what I see above.
You fix everything like it’s all your fault, Although you did nothing to
begin with.
I’m willing to open that ancient vault
Filled with love I only thought was a myth.
When compared to our celestial sphere,
The azure heavens we like to call sky, I would rather have you be close
and near
So that I never have to say goodbye.
Why must I feel this quite strange type of way?
‘Cause your greatness cannot be held at bay.
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Onyinye Anunike
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The Art of Forgetting
to forget—
too simple a fate for you.
images of him still race through your head, even now,
imploring you to remember every insignificant detail you longed to
erase,
affection shown in the most subtle ways,
the safest feelings in the world
(memories of a happier time).
inevitably, you convince yourself it’s better now.
you’re better. you had forgotten
the big picture:
he never really wanted love,
to him, romance was a placeholder for the next best thing.
sometimes you can go days without thinking of him now,
even when the smell of him still lingers on your clothes.
still, you can’t shake the feeling that he was meant for you somehow,
to forget him would be a sin.
Piper Seals
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Big, I’m talking big
Big, I’m talking big.
In some respects, one might even call them
Gargantuan.
Of a certain
Language,
Even the words
Tyranno saurus, were not
Inough
To describe
Them.
Inconceivable;
Effervescent;
Scrumptious…

Anonymous
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Can I Hold This For You?

you are a frigid lump of thing,
shaking, ticking, vibrating, and noise-making against the cold hard
planes of yourself
as i gather all of you up in my hands,
tails and things slinking like chains in my palms,
your ice-coldness numbs my gentle flesh.
i draw all of your frozen into me
and it seems like you will never stop shivering,
but my hands will never stop warming,
and you will run out of cold soon enough
Linnea Ouimet
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Are You Sure?
(accompaniment to Can I Hold This…)
i leach cold into the fire of you,
soft felt and wool and knit meet
wax-canvas skin and metal bones,
nylon tendons and zip-tie ligaments
ice cubes for teeth as i sink them into the flesh of your hand,
freezing as i go, negative cauterization,
but i can still feel myself melting.
snowbanks lend me just enough of the chill i need
i have to last
because you, with your softness and kindness and gentleness, will leave
me,
soon enough,
before i can melt totally.
so i fight to be cold,
because while it hurts to refreeze
i can’t be warm alone.
Linnea Ouimet
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Grace Ulferts
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I don’t feel very many things
I don’t feel very many things.
I mean, I do;
I can feel the wind blow softly through my hair,
the small cut in the crease of my finger which scolds me every time I
move to bend it
the trail of someone else’s finger up my arm,
their lips drawn tightly against my own.
But what I really mean is the big things.
Like the sweet lullabies of my parent’s quarrels echoing from downstairs as I attempt to fall asleep,
Eventually leading to a divorce and a sundered household, an anorexic
sister whose summer before college was spent in a home.
Not either of mine of course.

Or when my grandfather died.
Well, he’s not my grandfather by blood but that’s how I remember him
- I’d like to think he’d appreciate that.
He was always such a thoughtful man,
a farmer with a degree in mapping the heart using sound waves.
He’d stand in the long paper blades of grass and throw a bone for his
mottled mutt,
Willing to talk about anything for hours.
I just wish he were around now so I could hold an intelligent conversation with him,
something I could never appreciate as a child.
He died of blood cancer, and the complications thereof.
It’s a rare and vicious thing with few treatments or hope to go around.
Luckily my parents didn’t take me to see him when he was weakest,
so it wouldn’t “distort” my memory of him.
Fuck them,
I never had the chance to say goodbye
I never knew that, when he went up that staircase before dinner that
day to rest because the chemo treatments made him too tired,
That that was the last time I’d ever see him.
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They didn’t even take me to his fucking funeral.
It doesn’t matter though.
I didn’t even cry about it.
No tears graced the cusp of my eyes, and only with these pen strokes as
I write this poem do they fall.
I didn’t cry when my parents divorced either.
My mother was oh so worried about what it would do to me, “to the
kids,” but look, I’m fine.
I was just “emotionally mature for my age.”
I don’t cry when someone tells me the “this isn’t going to work anymore” speech.
I just stand there with a straight, “resting bitchface” if you will.
I smile actually, come to think of it.
I reassure them that it’s fine
that it's “happened before,” and I’m “honestly used to it now,” so they
shouldn’t feel bad.
No really, they shouldn’t.
It’s not like they’re hurting me.
It’s not like I fucking feel anything when they think that they’ve broken
my heart.
I just get maybe a little disappointedbut disappointment isn’t sadness,
it’s just the overturning of hope and the thrust of it back down your
throat until it blocks your heart from feeling any of that superficial
emotions bullshit.
Hope is really what kills people.

Sometimes, some people feel the need to remark with disregard that
someone’s “lost all hope,” with some sort of negative subtext to it.
I’d say that to lose one's hope is to finally be free
To be free of unbiased expectations and the constant tumultuous letdowns that life always turns out to be.
To lose hope is to lose the chain that holds you fast and afloat in the
stunted river of life.
To be free from the ever persistent bite of the rapids as you’re held in
place, making you relive the same pain over and over again with each
new surge of water.
To finally glide down that river by your own determination.
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Every once in a while I think that maybe something’s wrong with me
because of how I feel,
or rather, how I don’t.
Yet either way, you can’t manufacture your own manacle and wish that
the Overseer of Hope takes you to his torrents of sorrowof emotion.
Because that’s all emotion is, the degree and manner in which the variability of sorrow is expressed.
So maybe I was never born with my own personal iron, my own personal ticket to the gleeful “rollercoaster of emotions” of life,
Or maybe it was broken for me at a young age.
Why or how I do not know.
What I do know is that I’m thankful for this.
At least this way I’m saved from those waters drowning me.
At least this way when I finally climb from the banks of the river at its
end I’ll already be dry,
Already free from the regret and remorse that sinks you down into the
riverbed of hell for eternity
Only the apathetic can make it to heaven,
And there I’ll already be.
Anonymous
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Nkechi Anunike
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The Miracle of an Idyllic Moment
Open the slits of your eyes for a second, and roll back into your head
Feel the flitting breeze of the horizon, upon the numbed-nerves of the
dead
Draw in a soothing breath and hold it, hold it fast
Enjoy the smooth acrid tickle as your lungs relax
Inhale. Hold it, hold it. Relax.
Fall backwards, out of your mind and observe everything from a distance
Collapse inside yourself and find the infinite possibilities of every instance
Listen to the chorus of the world and wonder at its brilliancy
The matrimony of magnificent sound in holy symphony
Breathe normal now. Inhale, exhale, repeat.
The rotten world in all its splendor seems so worthy now
The miracle of an idyllic moment
// To which I am jostled, grasped to fly away by the talons of white
doves in twinkling lights
We succumb to this journey together, my love

For together we are omniscient.
Anonymous
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Rose-tinted Reflection
You know the feeling where you feel so empty not even putting on
your sad Spotify playlist can make you feel something?
Where you do everything you can to go right up to the edge, hoping
you’ll either fall off or be tugged by your elbows into the heavens
But instead
You remain at the edge
Your heart getting excited for nothing as you just stand there
Waiting for some entity to make a decision for you: sink into the deep
midnight blues from the undersides of rain clouds or the type of black
you see in an acquaintance’s pupils that sucks you in
Or do you get to float along warm sunshine white and melted pink candle wax
Instead you stand in the center of a mirrored maze, the only colors being the rose of your flushed cheeks and the yellow-greens on your
bruised shins which reflect back at you
You are forced to look at yourself
The question of how others see you which usually preoccupies your
brain is blocked from it
Tugging at loose skin and prodding at thin translucent patches barely
concealing ivory bone beneath
You can’t decide if you hate yourself for the excess or the absence
But there’s got to be something
Because there’s no way you could find love to describe these marble
angles

You’re used to looking in the mirror
You look every morning and every night to remind yourself why you
should hate yourself
Why other people should hate you too
You pick at your forehead
And bite at your lips
Pull at the hair which frames your face or lines the highlights between
your nose and your mouth
You practice your smiles, none of them a finalist so you don’t smile at
all
You poke the bones visible in your shoulders
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But squeeze the meat of your arms between your fingers until it pinches, then you squeeze some more
You turn left and right to see if you can find an angle of your hips you
like
Contorting your spine to even try to come close to what you marvel at
in other girls
You look down at the legs you once adored
Fuzz enveloping muscle
Now you hate it
Reminds you that no one lusts after you
You long for blond locks
You want to push your cheek up to the cold abyss of the mirror
Push until it cracks and slivers creep under the layer of skin coating
your face
You want to rip your fingernails from your fingertips and finger paint
with the blood
Make something pretty
You want to feel leather fingers around your neck just to make the
blood rush to your head
You want to swallow something and just sleep
Just sleep
Anonymous
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Modern Dog(Day) Applications
This
is what I like to call
Pavlov’s Fuckboy Comedy Complex
Boys think
They’re always funny
Even when
They’re usually not
Just because
Girls have been taught
To laugh at all their jokes
(Because that’s what makes you a cool girl)
So boys are used to
The sound of laughter
Every time they speak
And feel entitled
To talk all the time
(Because they expect laughter in return)
Even when they need to learn
They’re not
In fact
Funny at all
It’s just that they have
A complicit audience
And like the sound
Of their own voice
Anonymous
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Photography by Alanna Griffs
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The Menalcholy Man
The Melancholy Man eats alone at lunch, the lunch his mother
has packed for him. He’ll miss her packed lunches when he’s grown
too big for the little people around him. A sandwich. Organic takis. A
clementine, half of which he could eat in one bite. I say he’s granola,
but he refutes this description; however, his lunch discredits this denial— he is utterly granola. This is far from a bad thing though, decidedly neutral.
The Melancholy Man has many admirers: a Floppy-Haired
Boy among them. He says he didn’t like his hair at first; he says he didn’t like his name either. But they both seem to have grown on him now.
He evaluates the Floppy-Haired Boy as number two on his list of favorite people at this school. The Floppy-Haired Boy is the one who gave
the Melancholy Man this moniker, so I would say he’s deserving of
this placement on said list.
The Melancholy Man uses the F-word a lot. He says he knows
no other way to add emphasis to his sentences. I, myself, could not
agree more. This is why the Melancholy Man and I get along. The
Floppy-Haired Boy doesn’t like our habit, but I feel his lexicon is beginning to shift— paralleling that of the Melancholy Man. He says
some words the Floppy-Haired Boy and I don’t like sometimes, but we
forgive him.
I wish I knew more about the Melancholy Man, he’s truly a
mystery. He keeps the Floppy-Haired Boy and I perpetually on the
edge of our seats, unsure of what he will divulge next. All I know is
that I’ve learned a lot from the Melancholy Man. He loves the end seats
of tables, but hates the French. He has incredible self discipline for
eliminating unhealthy habits. He has three hats. He is young for his
grade, born in 2005, and he says it would not be appropriate for him to
date a senior. He likes math, but not the class. And above all, he despises spicy chocolate.
The Floppy-Haired Boy and I will wait in anticipation of the
day we will see the Melancholy Man on TV in 2026, when we have the
privilege to say, “We knew him when… ”
Anonymous
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Nkechi Anunike
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Self-Conflict
“You can’t do that.”
“What?” She looks up from her drawing. She towers over her, hands on
her hips.
“I said you can’t do that,” she answers, pointing at the drawing in her
hands. “It’s bad.”
“Why?” She pulls the paper closer and grips her red crayon tighter in
her hands. “I… I like this drawing. It makes sense.”
“You’re such an idiot. You know why it’s bad. You can’t keep pretending there’s not a problem.” She kicks the paper away and grinds her
heel into her hand. “Stupid.”
She woke with a start, jerking up in the bed. Red light pushed
through the blinds, softened by the sun-faded curtains. The bed sagged
beside her with the weight of a body. It rose slowly and turned to look
at her, a cruel smile carved into her face. “You didn’t really think you
could escape me in your dreams, did you?” Her voice dripped with
contempt. She could feel her eyes on her back as she dangled her legs
over the edge of the mattress. “That’s the definition of insanity, you
know,” she said, watching her put her head in her hands. “Doing the
same thing over and over again,” she laughed when she covered her
ears, “expecting it to be different every time.” She knew without looking that she was grinning, could hear it through her palms.
She squeezed her eyelids together and pushed herself off the
bed. The floorboards were rough under her feet as she walked over to
the sink and pulled out some ancient cleaning supplies.
“I am not insane.”
“You’ve got to be something to keep me around.” She finally got out of
bed, pushing aside the covers with a style and grace the hole-ridden
sheets didn’t deserve. “Hey, no, don’t drink bleach,” she simpered.
“You’ll smudge your lipstick. There’s better ways to die here,
Queenie.” She was smiling again.
“That’s not what it’s for.”
Her laugh was like breaking glass. “Why lie to me? You can’t lie to
yourself. Just do it! You know you deserve it.”
“It’s not,” she said quietly, almost to herself. “I… I don’t.” The bottle
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shook in her bony hands. She turned to look at the stains on the walls
and sheets, at the heap in the corner. A whine crept its way into her
ears. Her head pounded.
“If you weren’t planning on offing yourself, why did you stick around
afterwards, anyway? People are going to notice when two people go
missing and one turns up dead.” Her tone changed from wry to threatening. “Do it, or I’ll do it for you.”
“You can’t touch me,” she whispered.
“I don’t need to touch you. You’re going to die, no matter what happens. They’re getting closer. Are you gonna do it on your terms,” she
crept closer, “or theirs?” She ghosted a hand around the base of the bottle and the back of her head, urging it closer to her mouth. “C’mon,
Queenie. Doesn’t matter how it looks. I’ll fix you up.”
She took a breath. Deep and slow. The warning bells had left her ears,
were waiting just outside for her. With a final glance at the body in the
corner, she put the bottle to her lips.
“Atta girl,” she whispered, pushing the bottle closer. “Even if you did
smudge your lipstick, something ugly’s better than nothing at all.” She
coughed weakly. Tears leaked from her eyes as she slid to her knees.
She thudded when she hit the ground, bathed in the sickly red light
leaking through the drapes. The bottle bounced away, empty and forgotten. She dropped down next to her and pushed the hair away from
her face, tugging the strands away from her lips. Sirens screamed
through the thin walls. She stayed by her side as the police broke down
the door and stampeded through the tiny room. With a sigh, the cop
raised a walkie to his mouth.
“Call the coroner. Nobody’s here.”
Linnea Ouimet
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Niziah Burnett
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Dave is Dead!
Dave rolled over and felt his body push up against something
cold. It took a moment for him to realize it wasn't just the coolness of
his graying bedroom walls which caused goosebumps to grow along
his spine. This coolness felt different. Less as a soothing comfort to
contrast the sweaty heat under a blanket, and more of a sterile shocking
cold. The type of cold that you feel when you press the metal spoon
you were just eating ice cream with to the side of your cheek, or the
cold you feel in the soft parts of your stomach and thighs when you
have to take off your clothes in a fitting room. An uncomfortable cold.
A dry cold. Not the type of cold you're supposed to feel in your bed.
He shifted to the left, away from the unnatural freeze, and hit
another wall which felt the same. The hair on his forearms stood on end
and felt prickly against his palms as he held himself tighter. Where was
he? This was not his bed. Why was it so dark? He looked around,
searching for shapes to form in the air encircling him, but none did. It
was as if the cool walls which held him in were also keeping everything out.
He stretched his toes out below him, feeling another boundary,
trapping him from three sides now. He thought about moving his hands
up above his head to search for yet another wall, but was afraid of what
he'd find. What if he really was trapped? With no way out. Stuck in this
icy box to starve to death as everyone else just went right along living.
He thought about calling out for help, but didn't want to be let down
when his voice ultimately ricocheted off another wall found right in
front of his face.
He lay in silence for a while, trying to keep his extremities
from grazing the cool walls, as every time they did, it sent shocks of
electricity through his nerves. He wanted to fall asleep and escape this
prison, but he knew once he woke again he would be faced with the
problem once more. He wanted to scream! Was he buried alive? How
would he escape this box?
Suddenly, light flooded his vision, and he had to squint to see
his roommate Elias standing in the bathroom doorway.
"Hey, I know partying is fun and all, but could you stop getting
so drunk you fall asleep in the bathtub? You know I have to shower
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before work." Elias waited for a response, but Dave lay still, his fingertips feeling along the edge of the bath.
"Okay, I'll give you a minute. Try to be out in five," Elias said
as he shut the door once more, returning the room to the pitch black
state from just a minute ago. Maybe it was time for Dave to quit drinking.
Anonymous
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Nkechi Anunike
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Obituary to Eliezer’s Father
Father of Eliezer,
He ran a shop in Sighet with his wife and four children: Hilda, Bea,
Eliezer, and Tzipora. Ever since he and his family were taken to the
concentration camps, he knew that he would never see his wife and
daughters again. He needed to stay close to Eliezer, his only son, so
that he could have something to live for. He worked in the concentration camps for some years, though he aged very quickly and became
sick. Even in his final moments, he had no regrets. He was happy that
he could spend the remainder of his life with his son. His main accomplishment was having Eliezer survive the concentration camp. He made
sure Eliezer was fed and had something to drink. He thought Eliezer’s
health was more important than his own. Eliezer will miss his father
greatly.

“Never shall I forget your strength and willpower to survive.”
Anonymous
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Persuasive Speech
There were not many people at the service. I was quite disappointed, but not too surprised though. Mainly because nobody knew
Violet that well. To be honest, it was just the two of us who were at her
house. So after we said our goodbyes, we both dug a hole in the backyard for Violet’s burial. On her tombstone, we decided to put a quote
on it: W e enter a time of calamity. A fter the burial, I decided to go
home. I couldn’t believe that after Violet couldn’t feel anything, she
stopped eating and drinking which led her to her death.
When I got home, my parents left a note saying that they went
on a vacay and that Smell Factor was an overnight field trip. Which
means that I have the whole weekend to myself for mourning. But by
the time that I went to my room, I saw that my room looked pretty
much trashed. So I decided that I might as well clean up.
When I put my dirty laundry into the laundry sweep, I saw
something right by the sweep. I could not make out what it was, but it
seemed translucent to me. I looked a little closer behind the laundry
sweep and found nothing. But right when I turned around when I got
the laundry, I saw what was a ghost. That was when I saw its face. It
was Violet. When she saw that I was confused, she leaned onto my
face and laid a kiss on the cheek, sending warm signals onto my skin.
“Violet…? I don’t understand...” I said, confused.
“I understand that you feel a little scared and very confused,
but we have no time to waste,” said Violet quickly as she pointed out a
file folder on the dining table. “You need to read this.”
I got the folder from the table, and I opened it, and I found a
picture of our president. Behind the picture was a confidential document on environmental issues around the world that the United States
ignored.
“What is this for?” I asked Violet.
“This document states that the United States has been destroying forests and exotic wildlife around the world. The Global Alliance is
planning an attack on the country. There is a button in the FeedTech
operation room. Once you get there, you have to-” said Violet, as she
was cut off, suddenly disappearing.
I wasn’t sure what was happening, but all of a sudden, I was in
some sort of tube thing and landed hard on my back.
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What had felt like hours, I finally woke up in a closet of some
sort. But then I heard a voice and kept quiet. That was when I realized
that it was the President of the United States talking to someone on his
feed.
“Yes? I’m busy. What do you want?” asked the President.
“How many times do I have to tell you? We need to make sure that the
Global Alliance finds out about deforestation. Besides, who cares about
trees and plants when we have air factories? Now hide the documents!”
After the call, he quickly left the room. Then I started to get out
of the closet and found out that I was in the FeedTech Operation Room
that Violet was talking about. After that, I found a button that said
FeedTech. I pressed the button, and I laid unconscious on the floor,
struggling to breathe. Finally, I gave out my last breath.
Spring Freshman
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Grace Ulferts
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Editorial Staff
Nkechi Anunike * Senior * Third Year
Go away, Corona. No one likes you or wants you.

Maizy Steen * Senior * Fourth Year
Maizy has been told multiple times by Mr Rice that cheese sticks are
empty calories. She disagrees. Cheese sticks keep her full. Full of hope.

Isabel Kleckner * Senior * Third Year
Egg.

Piper Seals * Junior * First Year
Piper only came for the juice boxes - specifically fruit punch. She
would like to file a complaint about the excessive amount of milk in
the federally mandated snack. That's lactose intolerantist.

Erin Thill * Junior * Third Year
Don’t watch season 6 of Glee, read The Odyssey instead— or else
you’ll be met with the tarp.

Liam O’Neil * Junior * First Year
Liam doesn’t have anything to say about himself, but he wants you to
know that Salaam Day is the second coming of Christ
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Editorial Staff
Ella Malmberg* Junior * First Year
My bio can’t just be the words “grella gralmberg.”

Hayden Brown * Junior * First Year
Call an ambulance because he’ll break your heart... or his arm

Grace Ulferts * Junior * First Year
Grace is a junior and this is her first year with the Odyssey. The people
are fun, students can write really well, and the snacks are good. 10/10
recommend.

Benjamin Rice * Advisor * Second Year
Mr. Rice. He has no knee. L.
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